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Abstract—The elimination of unsolicited bulk emails, also
known as spam, is still a largely unsolved problem. Making up
for the vast majority of emails transmitted, spam is an annoyance
and potential security issue for users, and moreover a superfluous
burden to the internet. Despite the maturity of today’s email
infrastructure, it is difficult to ensure the authenticity of a sender
address for inbound mails. This shortcoming is used by spammers
to bypass existing spam protection systems and furthermore poses
a security risk to users. Due to this a vast majority of spam emails
today are sent from botnets with forged sender addresses. This
has attracted researchers over the years to develop email sender
authentication mechanism as a promising way to verify identity
of the senders. In this paper we introduce iSATS, a new email
sender authentication system based on Identity-based public key
cryptography. iSATS leverages identity based signature scheme to
provide a reliable and easy way to bind the identity of legitimate
sender unambiguously to his emails. Unlike the popular existing
solutions like SPF and DKIM, it is hard for the spammer to
adopt iSATS. Evaluation of the prototype implementation show
promising performance with low processing overhead on different
computational setups.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collaboration (scientific, business or merely social ones) is
almost impossible today without email. However, the explosive
growth in the unsolicited email (spam) in the past decade
has made it impossible for email communications to function
without spam protection [11]. Spam is still a largely unsolved
problem that has outnumbered legitimate emails with big
scores. By 2010, Spam has already reached around 89.1%
[24] i.e. 262 billion spam email/day, increasing from 65%
[21] in 2005 and it is projected to cost $338 billion by
2013 [26]. Despite that the researchers and practitioners have
developed and deployed a broad variety of systems intended to
prevent spam [1], [12], [16], [29], [32], [33], including recent
solutions that exploit trust embedded in social networks to
create solutions without false positives [3], [6], [10], [13], [17],
[22], [28], spam remains a pressing problem of large scale.

Email infrastructure was originally not designed to ver-
ify the authenticity of a sender address. This weakness is
greatly exploited by zombie networks or botnets to send
spam/phishing message with forged from: addresses. It is well-
known fact that majority of spam messages today - 88.2% [30]
of the total spam according to some estimates - are sent by
botnets using forged addresses.

Email sender authentication mechanisms enable receivers to
automatically distinguish forgeries from authentic messages.
Over the years several sender authentication protocols have

been proposed, out of which Sender Policy Framework (SPF)
and Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) are the most
adopted ones.

SPF [33] is an IP-based sender authentication scheme that
operates on SMTP envelope (MAIL FROM:) to block forgeries
at SMTP time. SPF allows the domain administrators to pub-
lish the IPs or range of IPs for their valid server on DNS Server
in simple text format referred to as SPF record. When the
email exchange begins, the receiving side can query the DNS
for sender’s SPF record to validate if sender’s IP is listed in
the address range specified by the sender’s domain. According
to [23], SPF is the most adopted sender authentication scheme
and over 60% of the prominent domains have published their
SPF record till July 2011. However, due to its simplicity, SPF
is also easily adopted by spammers. According to [23], 20+ %
of spamming domains have already adopted SPF. If majority
of spamming domains will adopt SPF over time, SPF would
become useless. [23] also show that significant amount of
spam emails are successfully authenticated by SPF and on the
other hand around 5+% of legitimate messages can potential
fail SPF tests. Message forwarding is also a limitation for IP-
based SPF. Unless the return path is edited during forwarding,
the receiver will treat the message as forgery for not coming
directly from its listed sender.

DKIM [1] signs the email headers and body using public-
key cryptography, and append the signature in a DomainKey-
Signature header. The signature keys are bind to a domain
name and the domain admins publish the public-key in the
DNS. The receiver can query the DNS to extract the public-key
of the sender and verify the signature. A successful verification
implicates that the message content was not forged during
transmission and is actually from the sender responsible for
it.

In DKIM, the signature can only be evaluated after the
entire message content is received, thus, it is not possible
to reject spam at earlier stages or during SMTP time. DKIM
is prone to content munging and if the message content is
altered during transit, DKIM will fail. DKIM cannot evaluate
the trustworthiness of a sender, and spammers can adopt it
to sign their messages themselves. However, [31] shows that
only 2 % of spam received are authenticated by DKIM, which
is significantly less than the spam authenticated by SPF.

In this paper we introduce iSATS, a new email sender
authentication system that is based on identity based public
key cryptography (IBC) [27]. With IBC a private key generator



(PKG) or a trusted authority (TA) is responsible for generating
a secret key (SK) against the identity of the domain used as
public key. TA is also responsible to thoroughly verify the
identity of domain before issuing SK. This verification strongly
binds the identity of the domain owner to its domain and
makes it hard for the spammer to adopt iSATS, unless they
are willing to give away their identity.

iSATS requires the sender’s Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) to
generate a signature using SK of the domain and append it
along with MAIL FROM: SMTP envelop. This enables the
recipient’s MTA to quickly authenticate the sender by verifying
the appended signature. Any invalid connection is terminated
right away, saving valuable resources both at the MTA and in
the network. Email forwarding and munging of message along
the transit is also not a problem in iSATS.

An early version of this work has appeared as a short
position paper in [14]. In this paper, we provide a more de-
tailed description of different iSATS components and prototype
implementation. We implemented a basic prototype of iSATS
and integrated it with Postfix (postfix.org) and Mail Avenger
(mailavenger.org). Our system evaluation shows that iSATS has
low computational footprints and overhead imposed by the
additional processing is small.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §II describes
the state of the art. §III describes the design of iSATS. In
§IV we discuss how iSATS is realized and incorporated with
existing email processing system. In §V we discuss some
design decisions and questions related to usage of iSATS. In
§VI we demonstrate scalability, effectiveness and complexity
of iSATS using system evaluations. Finally we conclude the
paper in §VII.

II. RELATED WORK

This section explores popular email sender authentication
protocols proposed over the years other than SPF [33] and
DKIM [1], discussed in §I.

A. PGP and S/MIME

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [4] and S/MIME [25] are both
cryptographic approaches that sign the message body using
public-key cryptography and append the signature in the body.
In PGP, keys are stored in end-user keyrings or in public
key-servers. Key management uses a peer-to-peer web-of-
trust architecture. Whereas in S/MIME, management follows
a hierarchical model similar to SSL and keys are signed by a
certificate authority.

Despite their presence for a long time, PGP and S/MIME
are not widely used. Majority of the mail user agents (MUAs)
support S/MIME by default, still vast majority of email sent
out is not signed. There are no published results that give a
basis for the low adoption of PGP and S/MIME, but according
to some experts [34] average users don’t sign their outgoing
email because they find it inconvenient to manage keys and
enter pass phrases.

B. Sender-ID

Sender-ID [20] can be interpreted as an extension to SPF.
It relies on the SPF infrastructure and verifies the sender’s IP
address for authenticating the sender of an email. The basic
difference between SPF and Sender-ID is that SPF verifies
the envelope sender mentioned in the MAIL FROM: address,
whereas, Sender-ID operates on purported responsible address
(PRA) [19] of a message, which is the sender given in the
header of a message. As with SPF, recipients can check if the
purported sender’s IP address matches the one that is published
on the DNS. Since Sender-ID works on PRA in the message
header, it cannot authenticate the message at SMTP time.

C. Occam’s Razor

Occam [9] is real-time challenge-based authentication pro-
tocol to validate the binding between individual domain
names and legitimate mail sources for those domains. When
an email arrives, the receiver simply sends a query to the
sending domain identified in a message whether it actually
sent the message. If the email is legitimate, the domain will
acknowledge sending the message. On the other hand, if no
acknowledgment is received from the identified sender then
the receiver can classify the email as illegitimate.

Spammers can abuse the challenge-based protocol as a
reflector DDoS attack. A spammer can attack any domain by
sending millions of messages claiming to be originated from
that domain. As a result, receivers will then direct millions
of validation requests to the domain identified in the Occam-
header.

III. iSATS DESIGN

iSATS is a crypto-based email sender authentication system
that operates on the SMTP envelop, in particular on MAIL
FROM: command, to perform domain level authentication dur-
ing the SMTP time. iSATS leverages identity based signature
(IBS) using identity-based public key cryptography (IBC) [2],
[7] to authenticate the identity of an email sender. When using
traditional public key cryptography for sender authentication,
the distribution of public keys always causes an additional
overhead. Recipients have to obtain a public key for every
domain they receive emails from, assuming that private keys
are issued at the granularity of a domain. With identity-based
cryptography, recipients only have to obtain system parameters
once, regardless of how many addresses they are in contact
with. Thus, compared to traditional public key cryptography,
IBC saves the burden of managing and distributing the public
keys, since publicly available unique identities are used as
public keys. iSATS requires establishment of a trusted authority
(TA) also known as private key generator (PKG), responsible
for issuing the secret key (SK) and system parameters. The TA
is also responsible to verify the identity of a domain before
issuing the SK.

A. Design Goals

At the outset, we seek a solution that works well with the
current, entrenched system. This means that the system should:



• Work as an optional addition to standard email clients
or servers, and continue to support popular means of
accessing email (e.g. IMAP/POP/Webmail).

• Remains transparent to end users.
• Enable signature verification before the message con-

tent is transmitted. This implicates that only the MAIL
FROM: and RCPT TO: commands can be used to gen-
erate and store the signatures.

• Allow an incremental deployment of the system, thus it
has to be in conformity with existing standards.

• Provide a stronger indicator for sender authenticity than
existing solutions.

• Minimize the infrastructure overhead.

B. Assumptions
The following assumptions are considered to be true

throughout this paper:
• The TA is assumed to be secure. The confidentiality of

the master key is essential to the functionality of iSATS,
but it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the
security of the TA in more detail.

• It is assumed that the TA verifies the legitimacy of a
domain and its identity before issuing a SK. As with the
previous point this is essential for the effectiveness of
iSATS, but it cannot be discussed in more detail due to
the constraints of this paper.

The functionality of iSATS can be divided into four steps; 1)
system setup, 2) identity verification and secret key extraction,
3) signature generation and 4) signature verification, discussed
in the upcoming sections.

C. System Setup
This step is executed only once in the beginning and marks

the creation of whole IBC environment by a TA. The setup
results in generation of Master Key and System Parameter.
Master key is kept secret by the TA and is used to generate
SK for the domain based on their identity. System parameters
are publicly available.

D. Identity Verification and Secret Key Extraction
This step is initiated when any domain wants to become

part of iSATS and request a SK (see Fig. 1). iSATS represents
a closed system; in a sense that domains are not automatically
added to the system but TA verify their identity first. iSATS
is envisioned to provide extended validation of the domain’s
identity. Identity verification with extended validation [8] pro-
vides high-security information to clearly identify a domain’s
organizational identity. This will help in binding the owner’s
identity to the identity of the domain and will make misbehav-
ing domains visible. Most well-known webmail providers and
websites tend to have certificates with extended verification,
so this requirement is not excessive.

After identity verification, the TA issue system parameters
and a SK corresponding to domain name which is also its
identity. This meets the requirements of the system, as the
domain name is a unique identity for the domain and is
publicly available to all parties.

Fig. 1. The process of domain joining iSATS.

E. Signature Generation

This step is executed when a user wish to send an email.
The MTA will generate a signature on the sending user’s email
address (for e.g. alice@example.com) using the SK and system
parameters of the domain. After doing this, the signature
is appended to MAIL FROM: command as an additional
parameter (see Fig. 2). The use of additional parameters in
MAIL FROM: is allowed and in line with the current SMTP
specifications [15].

Fig. 2. Email Processing with iSATS.

F. Signature Verification

On receiving the MAIL FROM: command, the MTA on
the receiving side will verify the signature. For verification
the MTA will use the public system parameters, signature
(extracted from MAIL FROM:), signed text i.e. sending user’s
email address from MAIL FROM: and the domain name of
the sender as the public key (see Fig. 2). The entire verification
process is completed before replying to MAIL FROM:, which
give recipients the option to reject the message before its
content is sent.

IV. iSATS PROTOTYPE

To encourage the adoption of iSATS, it needs to be compati-
ble with the existing email infrastructure and can be integrated
with existing sender authentication solutions. This allows an
incremental deployment of iSATS, which means that it can
be deployed on mailservers without interfering with other
systems, and without requiring its presence at the commu-
nication partner. Fig. 3 shows how iSATS can be deployed
on a mailserver, and how it is used to process inbound and
outbound mail.

During the phase of incremental deployment, the interaction
of mailservers can be differentiated between four communica-
tion scenarios.



Fig. 3. Processing of inbound and outbound emails with iSATS

1) If both sender and recipient are capable of iSATS, it will
be used in email processing.

2) If only the sender has iSATS, he will sign it as if
the recipient had iSATS too. On the recipient side,
the signature is ignored and the existing authentication
solutions will be applied.

3) If only the recipient side is capable of iSATS, it will skip
iSATS and run the existing spam filters.

4) If none of the communicating parties has iSATS, they
will use the sender authentication methods and spam
filters they have already deployed.

Fig. 4 shows how an incoming email can be processed by
iSATS and forwarded to a content filter or other systems for
spam detection. The processing sequence reflects the earlier
availability of information needed for iSATS, in contrast to
content filters.

Fig. 4. iSATS integration into existing solutions

We have developed a basic prototype implementation of
iSATS. This includes a server implementation that offers the
basic functionality of a TA like system setup (generation of
system parameters and master key in the beginning), extraction
and distribution of secret key (SK) to the requesting domain.
We also integrated iSATS based email processing (ID based
signature generation and verification), during the SMTP trans-
actions, with the Mutt mail client, the MailAvenger SMTP
daemon (mailavenger.org), and the Postfix MTA (postfix.org).

The prototype is based on Cha-Cheon IBS scheme [5] and
utilize pairing-based cryptography [18] library to handle the
cryptographic functions. We did not modified the SMTP imple-
mentation, iSATS runs as an independent daemon (like spamd
for SpamAssassin: spamassassin.apache.org) to monitor the
SMTP transaction and based on the result performs different
actions.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Email Forwarding

In email forwarding, it is a common practice not to change
the return path or MAIL FROM: message envelop. This is an
Achilles heel in IP-based SPF [34], but for iSATS message for-
warding is not a problem as long as MAIL FROM: command
remains intact.

B. Message Munging

iSATS does not operate on the content of an email. If the
content of the message is altered during transit by a mailing
list (which is a common practice) it will have no effect on
iSATS, unlike DKIM [34].

C. Signature Reuse or Misuse

In order to avoid reuse or misuse of signature by a potential
attacker we recommend using unique signature for each mes-
sage. This can be done easily by using nonce (a unique number
used only once) and instead of just signing the sender’s email
id the MTA can sign email id + nonce. The nonce can be
composed of time stamp value, message id or a combination
of both. With this the new MAIL FROM: will be something
like this, MAIL FROM: <alice@example.com>, ccsig = Sign
( alice@example.com + nonce ), nonce.

VI. EVALUATIONS

The potential bottlenecks of iSATS are the computationally
expensive tasks, specifically the signature generation and ver-
ification, and the extraction of SKs by the TA. To evaluate the
influence of iSATS on the processing of emails, we analyzed
the performance of these key functionalities on systems with
varying computational capabilities. To put these results in
perspective, the email processing performance without iSATS
is analyzed on the same systems and provided as a reference
point. The key attributes of the systems used are as follows:

• Workstation: A 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 3
GB of RAM.

• Netbook: A single core 1.6 GHz Intel Atom CPU with
1 GB RAM. The netbook is used to evaluate iSATS in
resource constraint environment.

• Virtual Machine (VM): For the initial implementation
and testing a virtual machine environment was used,
consisting of two virtualized Ubuntu Server installations
on a VMware ESXihost. Each VM was assigned a 2.4
GHz quad-core Intel Xeon CPU and 256 MB of RAM. To
simulate a system with low performance the CPU clock
was limited to 800 MHz , where denoted.



During the evaluations the physical systems are connected
over a LAN, whereas the VMs are connected over a virtual
network.

A. Performance of TA in SK Extraction
The metrics used to evaluate the performance of SK extrac-

tion are throughput and processing delay. Throughput refers to
the maximum number of requests that can be handled over a
given period of time. The processing delay in this case refers
to the delay introduced to the processing of an email, when a
client has to obtain a new SK.

1) Throughput: In order to measure the throughput of TA’s
SK extraction, we bombarded the servers at netbook and
workstation with 1000 SK requests as rapidly as possible. The
number of requests divided by the time difference from the
first to the last requests gives the throughput in requests per
second. Even with bombardment of SK request the netbook
and workstation were able to successfully handle 17 and 23
requests per second respectively (see Fig. 5). At a throughput
of more than 23 requests per second, the implementation is
sufficiently performant considering the used systems. On both
the evaluated systems, no connection was refused, such that
every request was replied with the corresponding SK during
this evaluation.

Fig. 5. The throughput of secret key generation.

2) Processing Delay: For this metric the time difference
from the request of a key by a client, till the reception of that
key is taken. On average it takes around 43 ms to receive a SK
with workstation as a TA. For netbook the average processing
delay for SK request is around 68 ms (see Fig. 6). This can
be considered uncritical to the processing of mails by sender
using iSATS. Since the experiments are done over LAN it does
not involve any latency due to geographic distance between
domain requesting the SK and the TA. Ideally each domain
is expected to query the TA just once for a SK, therefore the
processing delay introduced due to SK request will become
insignificant over the life time of this system.

B. Performance of Email Processing with iSATS
For evaluating the system performance of email processing

with iSATS, we augmented the standard email processing
system with our iSATS implementation (ID based signature
generation and verification), and deployed it on the netbook
and workstation over the LAN. We run different experiments
and study the impact on throughput and the processing delays.
We also use our VM setup of iSATS in the experiments.

Fig. 6. The average processing delay of SK generation.

Fig. 7. The average email throughput on different setups.

1) Throughput: To evaluate the throughput, we run three
different experiments on different setups (workstation, net-
book, 2.4 GHz VM and 800 MHz VM) with and without
iSATS running on them. For the first experiment we sent a
burst of 1000 messages, without any delay in between, to the
respective systems. For the second and third experiment we
added a delay of 0.1 and 0.2 seconds between each message.
Fig. 7 presents the results of this test.

On the workstation, the throughput without iSATS remained
identical when iSATS is used in all three experiments (See
Fig. 7). In the first experiment with no delays, the throughput
on the netbook declines significantly after the activation of
iSATS, from 15.28 to 5.67 messages per second. However, with
the addition of delays in experiment 2 and 3 the throughput
remains identical at 5+ messages per second with and without
iSATS. On the VMs the influence of iSATS is negligible and
the throughput is almost identical for experiment 2 and 3 on
different CPU resources. The disproportional performance of
the virtual machines is due to the absence of a physical LAN
connection. Overall, the results indicate that iSATS does not
affect the throughput significantly if the computing capabilities
are sufficient.

2) Processing delay: In order to evaluate the processing
delay, we sent 100 message every 0.5s on iSATS machines
with different computational setups. The results are averaged
in Fig. 8 and the values show extra time required to process an
email using iSATS. It is noticeable that the processing delay
of the computationally constrained system i.e. the netbook is
significantly higher than all other systems at an average of
185 ms. In contrast the processing delay of the workstation



is only 62 ms at an average, or about one third of the
netbook. Still a delay of 185 is tolerable when considering
that a successful sender authentication renders further spam
detection mechanisms unnecessary.

Fig. 8. The average email processing delay with iSATS.

Based on the results presented in this section, we conclude
that iSATS is computationally efficient. iSATS is fast in pro-
cessing emails and even on a low end processing machines
the overheads are in couple of milliseconds. The TA also
scales efficiently with burst of SK requests. Even on a low
end processing machines the overheads are in couple of
milliseconds.

VII. CONCLUSION

We introduced iSATS, a new email sender authentication
system that leverages identity based signatures for stronger
sender authenticity than existing solutions. With the help of a
trusted authority, iSATS forms a closed system that provides a
reliable and easy way to bind the identity of a legitimate sender
to an email. On the other hand, it is hard for the spammer
to adopt the system or go unnoticed. Further, iSATS operates
on email envelope, specifically on MAIL FROM: command,
which makes it easy to reject spam before receiving the actual
content.

Evaluation of the iSATS prototype shows the feasibility
of the proposed system, and how it can be integrated with
tools commonly used throughout the email infrastructure.
The results show promising performance with low processing
overhead on different systems. More experiments are being
performed to evaluate system performance under various sce-
narios for further potential improvements.
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